
  

To-be-done list from Oxford 

Tomaž Zwitter

Known problems in DR4

Adding missing/lost data

Extreme metallicities

Calibration & new priors



  

Known problems in DR4 (I)

Resolving power – it depends on fibre number, focus, etc. Alessandro 
reports that R=6500 is more representative than R=7500. Does using 
R=6500 change derived parameter values? – Georges.

Pixelization of parameter values toward the grid points. How this 
influences estimates of (small) reddening, possible improvements? 
Adapted smoothing of SPARV parameters? - Georges & everybody.

Low metallicity stars: can/should be aim at extending the model

grid there?



  

Known problems in DR4 (II)

Low metallicity stars – distance (has been) systematically too 
small) – Paul?

Distinguishing red clump from RGB stars.

Offset of position of our red clump compared to the one of high 
resolution spectroscopy.



  

Known problems in DR4 (III)
DR4 dataset cuts off stars hotter than ~7500 K. How many are they?

(sparv)



  

Known problems in DR4 (III)
Is this a fair sample (RAVE avoids the plane)? A test with parameters from the literature.

(sparv)



  

Adding missing / lost data

Class B data.

Class A data which were left aside.

 Both to be addressed in the talk of Alessandro.

Is DR4 public @ rave site? Does public know that?

Additional facilities for the user @ rave site?

Can we 'educate' the end user to go beyond using expectation values? 

These and other issues of the databases to be discussed by Harry.



  

Calibration with clusters

  
  

 Problems:

(Open) clusters are young, so many (or even most) stars are active. 

All stars in open clusters are of biased (=young) age – so the general 
photometric distance routine not satisfactory (to be discussed by Borja).

Can we use an additional prior on age when calculating distance? Yes, if 
we know the star is indeed a member. 

A new method wrt cluster membership: DIBs (to be discussed by Janez).

Advantages:

Clusters can be a testing ground for parameters, distance, …

A revised calibration for metal rich stars (this is done also within Gaia-ESO). 

Additional reference: Corot data (Marica reports). 



  

Additional priors from APASS

  
  
RAVE data suffer from degeneracy in gravity. 

James showed in Oxford last year that using a general  form of probability
distribution functions one could distinguish rather reliably between dwarfs and 
giants. 

But exact values of gravity still out of reach. 

So the good news is that APASS brings accurate and precise optical photometry
into RAVE pipelines. 

But spectral energy distribution functions are a prior on temperature+reddening, 
not on gravity.

Ulisse will discuss APASS properties and comment if we can hope to disentangle 
temperature and reddening. 

Or can we use a SED prior to smooth both parameters, so that the pixelization 
goes away?



  

Extremely metal poor stars (Keller et al. 2014)



  

Additional priors from SkyMapper?

  
  

SkyMapper now works, as shown dramatically earlier this year by Stefan Keller's 
discovery of a star belonging to a second generation of stars in the Universe. 

A successful search for a needle in a haystack does not imply accuracy and 
precision of photometry for a general field star.

SkyMapper uses a blue filter to point to extremely metal poor stars. Can this help 
us with metallicity/gravity?

Can we get access to the SkyMapper data (and to which part of the dataset)? 

What is precision/accuracy of this dataset? Can we use it as an (uncalibrated) 
indicator for gravity/metallicity peculiarities?



  

RAVE elemental abundances

  
  

Survey name is for quite some time a mis-nomer, we achieved much more than 
radial velocity.

In the past the Data Management Group engaged in endless discussions on 
how to distinguish metallicity and alpha enhancement.

For a good fraction of stars we now have abundances for Fe, Si, Al, Mg, Ni, and Ti.

Can elemental abundances help with parameter determination (gravity), at least by
pinpointing peculiar abundance patterns?

Can elemental abundance be further improved? To be discussed by Corrado.     
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Practical matters

Essential Slovenian: Male = moški, Female = ženski.

Coffee break & lunch = one floor up.

Anything else: ask me, Janez or Gregor.

Evening: a guided walk around town at 6pm: meet on the right bank 

of the river by the Tripple bridge.

Evening: dinner at “Pri Mraku” from 8pm. Please tell us during the 
morning coffee break if you are a vegetarian or you have any special 
dietary requirements.

Tomorrow: Matthias is sympathetic to start only at 9:00 am (I see a 

smile on the face of Rosie...).
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